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Marked as: Persian Language Subject. Marked as: Persian Language Subject. In Uzbekistan, the
only 'unification' is of language — the 18 official languages account for over 90 per cent of the
population. Vosilipov said the Uzbek leadership has "serious discussions on relations with China.".
“We are not afraid to speak publicly about this issue, and would be ready to share our. O'zbekiston
Respublikasi. Cheberlenga Xalq tarjimasi qilishdi 2-sinfi uchun darslik. To'rtinchi nashr. Though
sceptical about it, Uzbekistan seems to have cottoned on to the idea of joining the Russian-led
Eurasian Economic Union. Subject. Ozbekiston Respublikasi. In Uzbekistan, two language laws are
in effect. LQTK, the Uzbek union, and Bangladesh of 1991, made use of this Kurdish dialect as a
literary vernacular in the east of the country.It is not far from Manchester to Glasgow, therefore it is
very easy for the country's football fans to make the over 2,000-mile journey to watch their team on
home soil when they take on Saudi Arabia in the Nations League semi-final in Kazan on Wednesday.
The 'Dogs are guaranteed a place in the final at Wembley on 26 June after they beat Switzerland,
while the 2018 World Cup hosts will hope to reach their fifth successive semi-final after victory over
Spain in Madrid, although the Spaniards must travel to England next month to play Albania in the
quarter-finals. Sporting directors will no doubt be looking closely at their maps for travelling fans to
see if they can reduce the numbers that make the six-hour flight to the Russian north-west. That
would be easier for Manchester United's season-long loanee from Sporting Lisbon, Diogo Dalot, who
will be battling for his place in the side following the arrival of England's new Manchester City
centre-back pairing of John Stones and Aymeric Laporte. 'It is a massive challenge that we are up
against' Dalot reflects on his first encounter with the Iranians, and he was pleased to make his debut
against Portugal in the quarter-finals of Euro 2016, with a goal. 'It was also the first time I faced
Iran. It is a massive challenge to play at this stadium, with 68,000 people in the stadium, and it
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